(ISC)2 SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT CHAPTER
CTF EVENT AUGUST 3 - 4, 2019
ONLINE CHALLENGE OPEN TO ALL
Info: http://isc2ct.org/ctf.htm

Thank you for taking a moment to read about this exciting sponsor opportunity to showcase
and highlight the products and services of your business.
I am writing to you as a representative from the Southern Connecticut Chapter of (ISC)2. We
are a registered nonprofit entity with a focus on Cybersecurity awareness and trends. Our
chapter is listed in the ISC2.org directory. [https://www.isc2.org/chapters/chapter-directory]
We hope you will get involved in this CTF event. This event has a different focus. Many CTF's
test the red team, programming or reverse engineering skill. With a large skill gap for security
analysts, this CTF aims to include those but also show a different side where incident response,
identification, escalation, compliance and regulation are introduced.
How can you get involved? Create a CTF Incident Response style challenge.
What does that mean? The challenge should show the issue and propose answers that would
help mitigate and resolve it. [Example: Show several log entries where a user is trying to move
lateral. Ask 'What IP looks suspicious?' 'What appears to be happening?’; Another example –
create a network capture file and have the challenge be to extract the password; Another
example – Have your product show activity and challenge would be to determine what is
happening].
The CTF site can link to your own site to present the challenge or the challenge can be hosted.
After the CTF closes, you will be given the list of emails that have registered. The registered
users will be notified that you will be contacting them. Prizes will only be given to those that
register with a business email address. This will help get more valid users.
The cost for this sponsor opportunity:
1. Create your own challenge for us to upload/use/link to - $2000
2. We create a challenge on behalf of your company - $3000
Please note: All sponsor money needs to be received by 1 July 2019
The sponsor money will go to providing platform support, prizes for participants and other
costs.
We hope you will consider this opportunity and reach out to us for further information.
Sincerely,
ISC2CT.org CTF Coordinator
ISC2CT@gmail.com

(ISC)2 Southern Connecticut Chapter CTF
Sponsor Form

Please contact us for Sponsor Form

Terms and conditions
The following Terms and Conditions apply specifically to the (ISC)2 Southern Connecticut
Chapter CTF (‘EVENT’) to be held in August 2019 organized by the (ISC)2 Southern Connecticut
Chapter [‘(ISC)2CT’]. The event will be online. Sponsorship (‘SPONSOR’) opportunities are open
to any business that wish to showcase their name, product or service. ‘VENUE’ refers to the
online site where the event is being held.
1. All sponsorships will be awarded on a first come, first-served basis. (ISC)2CT retains the right
to reject any sponsor that it deems inappropriate.
2. After acceptance by (ISC)2CT, the sponsor must provide a signed copy of the sponsorship
agreement and sponsorship funds within 30 business days of receipt of acceptance or by 1 July
2019, whichever is sooner. Optional details should also be submitted, such as logo image (high
resolution), correct use of the sponsor’s name, trademarks etc., to (ISC)2CT within 30 business
of receipt of acceptance.
3. Sponsorship agreements cannot be processed without payment. Funds must be payable in
US dollars. SPONSOR shall be responsible for associated taxes on the sponsorship fee, if noted.
Questions may be directed to: ISC2CT@gmail.com. Please use the subject ‘CTF Sponsor’.
4. Sponsorship may be cancelled by the SPONSOR with written notification to (ISC)2CT. No
refunds will be allocated once payment has been received. If cancellation notice is received
prior to 15 June 2019, (ISC)2CT will remove the SPONSOR information from all EVENT related
content. SPONSOR affiliation cannot be cancelled after that date because (ISC)2CT incurs the
cost associated with the EVENT.
5. The sponsorship fee does not include free EVENT registration unless specifically stated in the
sponsorship opportunity details.
6. Accommodation costs, preparation, research, setup and other related costs the SPONSOR
incurs are not included in the EVENT sponsorship fee.
7. All sponsorship materials must be submitted before 1 July 2019 to ensure inclusion in
production schedule. Sponsorship pledges after this date may still be accepted with caveats.
8. Sponsors may not sublet, assign, or apportion any part of the item(s) sponsored nor
represent, advertise, or distribute literature or materials for the products or services of any
other firm or organization except as approved in writing by (ISC)2CT.
9. (ISC)2CT will not be liable for damage or loss to a SPONSOR’s online or physical properties
through cyber-attack, malware, DDoS, virus, fire, theft, accident, or any other cause, whether
the result of negligence or otherwise.
10. (ISC)2CT reserves the right to select and finalize design of each branded EVENT item.
11. SPONSORS may apply to support single or multiple challenge items and/or events.
12. (ISC)2CT reserves the right to cancel the event up to and including the go live date. Full
refunds will be distributed within 4-8 weeks after cancelation.
13. All (ISC)2CT funds raised are used to support the mission of the organization.

Our Sponsors and Members make us successful.
With a simplified approach, our chapter looks to:
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Continue to uphold and maintain (ISC)2 Code of Ethics
Continue to provide safety to the commonwealth and our local region
Continue to provide and develop mentoring for potential certification and members
Continue to provide and develop responses that are informative in a positive representation
Increase awareness, training and knowledge
Continue to educate and prevent on Cyber Security threats and its landscape
Continue to educate on policies of various systems, applications and environments
Continue to inform on policies of various systems, applications and environments
Continue to draw concepts and ideas of members, sponsors, vendors and individuals
Continue to increase awareness of the chapter and develop a local area presence
Continue and develop to become a local resource for information sharing
Continue and develop to become a local resource for feedback and response to member
issues
✓ Continue to provide all the above to current and potential members as well as member
agencies
✓ Continue to provide and develop an ongoing discussion for threats and awareness
http://ISC2CT.org

Our Chapter grows because of your
support to our fundraisers.
Thank you to our Sponsors.

